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Abstract
We show that the P∼8 hr photometric period and the astrometrically measured Ang∼2.5×10−4 cm s−2 nongravitational acceleration (at r ∼ 1.4 au) of the interstellar object 1I/2017 (‘Oumuamua) can be explained by a
nozzle-like venting of volatiles whose activity migrated to track the subsolar location on the object’s surface.
Adopting the assumption that ‘Oumuamua was an elongated a×b×c ellipsoid, this model produces a
pendulum-like rotation of the body and implies a long semi-axis a ~ 5Ang P2 4p 2 ~ 260 m . This scale agrees with
the independent estimates of ‘Oumuamua’s size that stem from its measured brightness, assuming an albedo of
p∼0.1, which is appropriate for ices that have undergone long-duration exposure to the interstellar cosmic-ray
ﬂux. Using ray tracing, we generate light curves for ellipsoidal bodies that are subject to both physically consistent
subsolar torques and to the time-varying geometry of the Sun–Earth–‘Oumuamua conﬁguration. Our synthetic
light curves display variations from chaotic tumbling and changing cross-sectional illumination that are consistent
with the observations, while avoiding signiﬁcant secular changes in the photometric periodicity. If our model is
correct, ‘Oumuamua experienced mass loss that wasted ∼10% of its total mass during the ∼100 days span of its
encounter with the inner solar system and had an icy composition with a very low [C/O]0.003. Our
interpretation of ‘Oumuamua’s behavior is consistent with the hypothesis that it was ejected from either the outer
regions of a planetesimal disk after an encounter with an embedded Mp∼MNep planet, or from an exo-Oort cloud.
Key words: celestial mechanics – ISM: individual objects (1I/2017 U1)
functional form a = 4.92 ´ 10-4 (r 1 au)-2 r̂ cm s-2 superimposed on the Keplerian acceleration permits a much better ﬁt
to the observed trajectory. The required magnitude of nongravitational acceleration, Ang∼2.5×10−4 cm s−2 at
r∼1.4 au, where ‘Oumuamua was observed at highest
signal-to-noise, is of order 10−3 of the solar gravitational
acceleration.
Micheli et al. (2018) concluded that directed outgassing from
the surface (e.g., Marsden et al. 1973) is the most viable
explanatory mechanism, with the model requiring a mass ﬂux
of ṁ ~ 10 4 g s-1 jetting in the solar direction at
v∼3×104 cm s−1. An outﬂow of this order of magnitude
is not unusual for comets (see, e.g., Lee et al. 2015), but is
curious in light of ‘Oumuamua’s small inferred mass
(M ~ 109 kg), absence of an observed coma entraining μmsized dust (Jewitt et al. 2017; Meech et al. 2017), and the nondetection of carbon-containing outgassed species including
CN, CO, and CO2 (Ye et al. 2017; Trilling et al. 2018). Raﬁkov
(2018), moreover, showed that a traditional cometary jet
interpretation of the non-gravitational acceleration, where the
reactive torques from the jet, averaged over the trajectory,
increase the angular momentum of the body by an amount set
by a dimensionless lever arm parameter, is problematic.
Torques associated with a jet similar to those seen on solar
system comets would have observably spun up the body during
the period over which it was monitored.
We propose that—even in light of the dust, gas composition,
and spin-up issues—a volatile-rich gas-venting structure for
‘Oumuamua provides the simplest explanation for its odd
trajectory. Alternate models that invoke explosive break-up
provide inferior ﬁts to the astrometry (Micheli et al. 2018),
whereas explanations that invoke radiation pressure require an
unusual physical geometry (Bialy & Loeb 2018) or internal
structure (Moro-Martín 2019a) for the body.

1. Introduction
‘Oumuamua was the ﬁrst macroscopic object of clear
interstellar origin to be seen within the solar system. Its
appearance was unexpected, and its behavior deﬁed expectations. Studies, including those by Moro-Martín et al. (2009)
and Cook et al. (2016) generated an assessment (resting on
small-body size distribution estimates and exoplanet occurrence rates) that interstellar objects would be found only when
the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope is operational.
The observational facts are readily summarized. ‘Oumuamua
arrived from the direction of the galactic apex on a hyperbolic
trajectory, with vinf ~ 26 km s-1, a value that is similar to the
local velocity dispersion of Population I stars (Mamajek 2017).
After experiencing a close approach, q∼0.25 au to the Sun on
2017 September 9, ‘Oumuamua was discovered post-periastron
on 2017 October 19 by Pan-STARRS (Williams 2017). A
variety of observational campaigns were quickly organized on
telescopes worldwide, generating a high-quality composite
light curve comprising 818 observations and spanning 29.3
days, as summarized by Belton et al. (2018). Frequency
analysis of the light curve shows a power maximum at
P∼4.3 hr, which was interpreted to be half the spin period of
a rotating body. ‘Oumuamua’s light curve exhibited irregular,
f=Fmax/Fmin∼15, ﬂux variations that were explained by
positing an elongated shape experiencing complex, nonprinciple axis rotation (Meech et al. 2017; Drahus et al.
2018; Fraser et al. 2018).
Micheli et al. (2018) analyzed all extant photometry for
‘Oumuamua (including multiple Hubble Space Telescope
observations taken through the end of 2017) and determined
that its outbound trajectory was strongly inconsistent with
motion subject only to solar gravity. Micheli et al. (2018)
determined that a radially outward acceleration component of
1
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Figure 2. Phase space diagram of the motion described by Equation (5) for an
ellipsoid with an aspect ratio, a:b, of 9:1. The colorscale shows the period of
libration or circulation. For a substantial range of initial venting angles, the
period of oscillations is close to the observed P∼8 hr.

Figure 1. Geometry of our model as rendered with ray tracing. The line labeled
“Jet Applying Torque” shows the x̂ direction and thus casts no shadow. The
vectors x̂ ¢, ŷ ¢ , and ẑ ¢ point, respectively, along the principal axes of an
a×b×c ellipsoid. The shadow cast by an example vector normal to the
illuminated ellipsoidal surface is also shown. For clarity of illustration, the
ﬁgure adopts a=2, b=1, c=1.

the co-moving non-rotating frame,
f (x , y ) =

Here, we argue that the venting of heat-mobilized nearsurface volatiles can simultaneously explain both ‘Oumuamua’s light curve and its acceleration. Treating ‘Oumuamua as
a monolithic tri-axial ellipsoid, we model its solid body
dynamics under the assumption that a jet directed normally to
the surface tracks the spot of maximum insolation. We ﬁrst
show that a scenario of this type is broadly consistent with the
observations, and we then brieﬂy discuss the ramiﬁcations.

(2 )

The unit normal to this ellipsoid is given by
-1 2
⎡ x2
⎡x ˆ
y2 ⎤
y ⎤
f
i + 2 ˆj ⎥.
= ⎢ 4 + 4⎥
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(3 )

The angle θ deﬁnes a rotation matrix, which we use to rotate
the vector to the Sun by θ, so that in the rotated frame the Sun
shines along the direction deﬁned by cos (q ) iˆ + sin (q ) jˆ .
The system is thus described by a simple Hamiltonian with
one degree of freedom,

2. Dynamical Model
Consider a jet that migrates to track the substellar point on
the surface of an illuminated ellipsoid. A model of this type has
been successfully applied to comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (see, e.g., Kramer & Laeuter 2019). The jet vents in the
direction, n̂ , which is normal to the surface, thereby exerting
the non-gravitational force that Micheli et al. (2018) found
provides the best model ﬁt to ‘Oumuamua’s astrometry
F (t ) nˆ = 4.92 ´ 10-4 M r (t )-2 rˆ cm s-2 ,

x2
y2
+
- 1 = 0.
a2
b2

=

1 +  2 - ( 2 - 1) cos (2q )
Q2
- w 20
,
2
2 ( 2 - 1 )

(4 )

where ω0 is deﬁned in Equation (6) below. With the relevant
moment of inertia, I = Ma2 (1 +  2 ) 5, the equation of
motion is
d 2q
cos (q ) sin q
= w 20
,
2
dt 2
cos (q ) + sin2 (q )  2

(1 )

where M is the ellipsoid’s mass, and r(t) is the radial distance
from the Sun in astronomical units. We wish to calculate the
net effect of the jet producing this acceleration on the evolving
rotational state of the body.
We shift to a non-inertial frame that co-moves with the
ellipsoid, whose center of mass is taken as the origin. We
deﬁne x̂ as the direction of the radial vector connecting the Sun
to the ellipsoid’s center of mass. The substellar point of
maximal irradiation occurs where xˆ ´ nˆ = 0 . Figure 1
provides a schematic.
We ﬁrst consider a restricted situation in which the shortest
axis of the ellipsoid is aligned with ẑ . The jet-induced torque
then acts only in the x–y plane, and the ellipsoid has a
minimum projected semiminor/major axis ratio, ò=b/a. The
angle q Î (0, p ) represents a rotation about the z-axis.
Assuming that the body starts with zero angular momentum,
the idealized jet never induces a full rotation, e.g., q  p .
When θ=0, the semimajor/minor axis lies along the x-/yaxis. To locate the substellar point, we construct the ellipsoid in

(5 )

where
w 20 =

5Ang (1 -  2)
.
a (1 +  2 )

(6 )

For small ò, the Hamiltonian reduces to
»

Q2
- w 20∣ cos (q )∣ +  ( 2).
2

(7 )

To second order in ò, the Hamiltonian depends only on a, and
hence
w 20 ~

5Ang
a

.

(8 )

Figure 2 shows the level curves of the Hamiltonian, given by
Equation (4), for an ellipsoid with an aspect ratio, a:b, of 9:1.
For a substantial range of initial jet angles, the period of
oscillations is close to P∼8 hr.
2
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The period of oscillation depends strongly on the length, a,
of the long axis, and on the magnitude of the acceleration, Ang,
but only weakly on the aspect ratio, ò. The observed light curve
therefore implies a length scale a ~ 5Ang P2 4p 2 ~ 260 m .
This scale concords with the independent estimates of
‘Oumuamua’s size that stem from its measured brightness
(e.g., Jewitt et al. 2017; Meech et al. 2017) if we assume an
albedo, p∼0.1, that is appropriate to surface ices that have
undergone long-duration exposure to the interstellar cosmic-ray
ﬂux (Moore et al. 1983). This albedo and this size are also
consistent with the non-detection of ‘Oumuamua in the infrared
using the Spitzer Space Telescope (Trilling et al. 2018), which
implies an effective radius, 49 m<Reff=(σ/π)1/2<220 m,
depending on the nature of the surface (and where σ is the
cross-sectional area).

Given the substellar point, we can compute the applied
torque, t = (x , h , z ) ´ F . The torque vector is thus
t (t ) = MAng (zˆj - hkˆ ).

With the ellipsoid treated as a rigid body (Goldstein 1950),
we integrate the coupled system of ordinary differential
equations,

(9 )

(10)

⎡ x¢
y¢
z¢ ⎤
⎢⎣ 2 iˆ + 2 ˆj + 2 kˆ ⎥⎦. (11)
a
b
c

Equating expressions (10) and (11) permits expression of the
-1
-1
-1
, Ryx
and Rvzx
.
substellar point, ( xss¢ , yss¢ , zss¢ ) in terms of Rxx
Upon deﬁning the normalization factor,
f=

-1 2
-1 2
(Rxx
a) + (Ryx
b) + (Rzx-1c)2 ,

Ang (t + dt ) = Ang (t ) e-dt

-1 2
xss¢ =  Rxx
a f
1
yss¢ =  R yx b2 f

(13)

(x , h ,

= R (xss¢ , yss¢ , zss¢ )T .

+ X 1 - e-2dt

t

,

(20)

For a given initial condition, we produce a light curve using
open source ray-tracing software.4 We construct a scene with
an ellipsoid of a given axis ratio, and place the camera
(observer at Earth) and light source (Sun) in their correct
positions. We calculate the illumination based on the diffuse
reﬂectivity of the object, and we sum the brightness in the
returned image to produce an unresolved ﬂux. The ﬂux is
updated to generate a synthetic light curve as the body changes

(14)

giving the substellar point for an ellipsoid centered in the comoving non-rotating frame, and illuminated from the direction
given by R-1. To ﬁnd the actual substellar point P=(ξ, η, ζ),
we rotate the point on the ellipsoid using R,
z )T

t

2.2. Light Curve Rendering

This unit vector is normal to two unique points on the
surface of the ellipsoid; the substellar point and the antipodal
point at the opposing surface. We thus require
-1
-1
Rxx
x ¢ a2 + R yx
y¢ b2 + Rzx-1z¢ c2 < 0,

(19)

where τ is the auto-correlation timescale and Ξ is a random
variable with normal distribution and a variance of unity
(Rein 2010), nor (2) a time delay (subsolar lag of magnitudes
ranging from τlag ∼ P/6 to τlag ∼ P/2) on the point where the
force was applied, fundamentally changed the resulting
dynamics.

(12)

the two solutions to the quadratic system of equations are

zss¢ =  Rzx-1c2 f .

(18)

Given a choice for a:b:c, we integrate these 11 equations of
motion,3 over the time span of the observed photometry,
starting from a random choice for the initial rotation matrix and
zero initial angular momentum. We include the radial
dependence of the acceleration, but this makes a negligible
difference over the time span considered. We veriﬁed that
simulations starting at much earlier points in ‘Oumuamua’s
trajectory produced the same dynamics. Additionally, we
validated our routine by checking that it recovers the level
curves of the Hamiltonian describing the idealized 2D
symmetry, as shown in Figure 2.
We explored the effects of less-idealized jet models, and
found that they produced minimal difference to the rotational
dynamics. We found that neither (1) stochastic forcing, in
which the applied force experienced random variations in
magnitude of functional form,

The unit normal to the surface is
-1 2

d
Ri (t ) = [I (t )-1 · L (t )] ´ Ri (t ).
dt

⎡ b2 + c2
0
0 ⎤
1 ⎢
⎥
2
2
IE = M ⎢ 0
a +c
0 ⎥.
5 ⎢
⎣ 0
a2 + b2 ⎥⎦
0

We rotate the unit vector pointing to the Sun, so that the
direction of illumination is deﬁned by

⎡ x ¢2
y¢2
z¢2 ⎤
f
=⎢ 4 + 4 + 4⎥
⎣a
∣f ∣
b
c ⎦

(17)

Here Ri (t ) corresponds to the three column vectors of the R,
and I (t ) is the time-dependent moment of inertia tensor,
I (t ) = R (t ) IE R (t )T , with IE , the tensor in the body frame of
the ellipsoid, given by

In three dimensions, the motion is more complex. The
rotational state of the body is described by a rotation matrix, R,
and an angular momentum vector, L = (L x , L y, Lz )T . At time,
t, the orientation of the Sun ( x̂ ) with respect to the principal
axes ( xˆ¢ , yˆ¢ , zˆ¢) of ‘Oumuamua is deﬁned by R.
The equation for the ellipsoid in its body frame is

⎛1⎞
-1 ˆ
-1 ˆ
Rxx
i + R yx
j + Rzx-1kˆ = R-1⎜⎜ 0 ⎟⎟.
⎝0⎠

d
L (t ) = t (t ) ,
dt

and

2.1. 3D Dynamics

x ¢2
y¢2
z¢2
f (x ¢ , y¢ , z¢) = 2 + 2 + 2 - 1 = 0,
a
b
c

(16)

3
Within this construction, the angular momentum, Lx, in the x̂ direction is
constant. Therefore, the 11 equations of motion are for each component of the
rotation matrix, and the angular momenta in the ŷ and ẑ directions, Ly and Lz.
4
http://www.povray.org/

(15)
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Figure 3. Real and synthetic observations of ‘Oumuamua from 2017 October 25–28 (left panels) and their corresponding periodograms (right panels). The rows show
the real observations presented in Belton et al. (2018) (upper panels), synthetic observations for the 9:4:1 (upper-middle panels), 10:1:1 (middle panel), and 10:10:1
(lower-middle panels) models, and a ﬂat photometry (lower panel). The solid lines show the underlying light curve for each model, and the transparent points show
synthetic observations sampled at the same epochs that ‘Oumuamua was observed, and perturbed with magnitude-dependant Gaussian noise inferred from the time
series photometry. These synthetic measurements were used to compute the corresponding periodograms.

curve, and can explain the ﬁner-scale variations in the observed
photometric light curve. These variations had no distinguishable effect on the resultant periodograms.
Our model shows the general overall consistency of several
example axis ratios with the data (notably 9:4:1), but we have
not carried out an optimization for a precise shape and rotation
model. Given (i) the relatively small photometric data set, (ii)
the likely presence of chaotic tumbling, (iii) unknown
deviations from ellipsoidal geometry, and (iv) potential albedo
variations on the objects surface, there is little indication of
need for change in the current literature consensus (e.g.,
McNeill et al. 2018) that the aspect ratio is high, likely 5:1,
and that the motion may involve non-principal axis rotation
(e.g., Belton et al. 2018).

its orientation and as Earth and the body move through their
known trajectories.
In the left column of Figure 3 we show the real photometry
and several sets of synthetic observations of ‘Oumuamua from
2017 October 25–28, when the returned data quality was at its
highest. The sample model geometries have dimensions 9:4:1,
10:1:1, and 10:10:1. The third conﬁguration invokes the shortaxis mode rotation state proposed by Belton et al. (2018).
‘Oumuamua’s photometry was digitized from Belton et al.
(2018) using Automeris (Rohatgi 2017). The dependence
implied for w 20 by Equation (6) indicates that the observed
values for P and Ang exert little constraint on the allowed range
of aspect ratios. Constraints on ò arise primarily from the light
curve variations. The aspect ratios that we have chosen are
illustrative, and not the result of model optimization. Other
values, such as the 6:1 suggested by Jewitt et al. (2017) and
McNeill et al. (2018), are equally capable of explaining the
data. In the right column of Figure 3, we show the Lomb–
Scargle periodograms, for the real and simulated observations,
during the same time period. The synthetic observations that
we used as input for the periodograms were sampled at the
cadence of the Belton et al. (2018) photometry. We show the
periodogram of a ﬂat photometric light curve sampled at the
same cadence, to demonstrate that the long-period features are
artifacts of the window function.
For each model, we also computed light curves that had
constant albedo, varying surface colors, and varying surface
albedo. We found that the asymmetric surface variations with
depths of order ~.5a and widths ~.4a could account for up to a
25% increase in the magnitude of the oscillations in the light

3. Discussion
‘Oumuamua’s a ~ 5Ang P2 4p 2 ~ 260 m long-axis size
implied by its light-curve period and its acceleration is fully
independent of the long-axis dimension inferred from its
brightness. If this agreement is not accidental, it is a point of
evidence in favor of Micheli et al. (2018)ʼs outgassing comet
model, which in turn supports the hypothesis that ‘Oumuamua
was ejected from the outer regions of a protoplanetary disk by a
protoplanet having vesc vorb ~ (Mpl aorb M Rpl )1 2 > 1.
‘Oumuamua’s acceleration in this scenario requires a highly
volatile composition. Assuming that the acceleration-producing
jet vented at vjet∼3×104 cm s−1, to order of magnitude, the
overall
mass-loss
rate
was
of
order
ṁ = MAng vjet ~ 10 4 g s-1, where the mass, M, of
4
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‘Oumuamua is of order M∼10 g. Assuming a pure water
vapor jet, the required outﬂow rate is of order
Q [H2 O] = 3 ´ 10 26 s-1. No direct measurements of water
outgassing were made during ‘Oumuamua’s passage. Park
et al. (2018) reported upper limits on the H2 O dissociation
product Q [OH] < 1.7 ´ 10 27 s-1, which is not in conﬂict
with the required water production rate. Substantially tighter
limits do, however, exist on the outﬂux of carbon-containing
gasses Q [CO2] < 9 ´ 10 22 s-1 (Trilling et al. 2018),
Q [CO] < 9 ´ 10 23 s-1 (Trilling et al. 2018), and
Q[CN]<2×1022 s−1 (Ye et al. 2017). If our elaboration of
the jet model is correct, the combined detection limits imply a
low C/O ratio for ‘Oumuamua’s volatile component. Assuming the upper limits quoted above as compositions, the nominal
C/O ratio is only 0.003. Clearly, such material is not pristine,
with unknown physical processing required to produce the
puriﬁcation of the water ice. We note that some solar system
comets are known to display very low abundances of carboncontaining molecules. For example, Comet 96P/Macholz 1
showed a ratio [CN/OH] 72× smaller than average, and also
showed [C 2 OH] and [C3 OH] ratios 8× and 19× smaller than
average, respectively (Schleicher 2008).
Sustained for the τ∼100 days duration of its trajectory
through the inner solar system, Oumuamua’s acceleration
implies a total mass loss of m = m˙ t ~ 1011 g, or ∼10% of the
total mass. ‘Oumuamua has thus likely not spent much time in
close proximity to any star since its formation.
If ‘Oumuamua is indeed an ejected protoplanetary disk or
exo-Oort cloud object (Jewitt et al. 2017), it implies a sizefrequency distribution that is skewed more toward smaller
bodies than expected from studies of the solar system (see, e.g.,
Moro-Martín et al. 2009). Both of these formation scenarios
suggest a high-occurrence fraction for long-period sub-Jovian
planets (Laughlin & Batygin 2017); either by a direct ejection
of a planetesimal via a scattering event, or an ejection into an
exo-Oort cloud and a subsequent stellar encounter or postmain-sequence mass loss. Such a planet population is
consistent with the one inferred from the gap structures that
the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array commonly
observes in protostellar disks (Andrews et al. 2018; Zhang et al.
2018), whose ubiquity suggests that 50% or more of young
stars may contain M∼MNep planets at large stellocentric
distances.
We close by emphasizing that we have not fully solved the
’Oumuamua puzzle. In addition to the gas composition
problem discussed above, Moro-Martín (2018, 2019b) found
that only very steep power-law size distributions can achieve
agreement with the number density of ‘Oumuamua-like objects
derived by Do et al. (2018), based on the aggregate PanSTARRS search volume. The recent detection of a 1.2 km
Kuiper Belt object via occultation (Arimatsu et al. 2019)
suggests that very small bodies may be more numerous in the

Kuiper Belt than often assumed, but like ‘Oumuamua, it
presents a population of one.
Only further work, in the form of further occultation surveys,
the survey efforts of the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, and
eventually, in situ sampling missions, will begin to unravel the
mysteries that ‘Oumuamua’s passage has provoked.
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